BRENDAN NG
Director for Events

About me
I am a First Year BioNatSci at Wolfson
College. I like playing sports, especially
basketball and volleyball, and strategy
games like chess, card games, and
mahjong. I am always ready to share my
bold ideas and theories about the world
with people around me and making
everyone laugh.

Experience
I was in the Admin and Operations team for
organizing the International Science Youth
Forum in Junior College, bringing international
students who share a passion for science
research together to learn from famous
Nobel laureates and each other.
As a logistics supervisor in the military
involved organising events with different
groups of people in constantly changing
environments. I helmed in logistics and events
management in Brunei, Taiwan and even
Singapore's National Day Parade.

Why Me
I would love to use my
experiences to spread my
love for fun to SciSoc by
organising crazy fresh (ok
maybe not too crazy)
activties and providing the
most enjoyment to
everybody.

More Social Gatherings
I want to organise activities
weekly whether they are online
or in-person for everyone in
SciSoc to know each other better
and make more friends.

Mixing with other societies
Coordinating with more societies
and planning a bigger and more
fun event gives everyone a
chance to make more friends and
learn from each other. (Mixers,
Blind dates anyone?)

Hearing from you
The best activities are formed
from your opinions. Your
frequent feedback on what
events you would like to see
helps to maximise participation
and your happiness.

BRENDAN NG
Director for Logistics

Why Me
With my experiences and
being outgoing, I can
coordinate with the team
to supply everything that is
needed for SciSoc events
to flow smoothly and
stably.

Merch
About me

I am a First Year BioNatSci at Wolfson
College. I like playing sports, especially
basketball and volleyball, and strategy
games like chess, card games and
mahjong. I am always ready to share my
unthinkable ideas and theories about the
world with people around me and making
everyone laugh.

Experience
I was in the Admin and Operations team for
organizing the International Science Youth
Forum in Junior College, an event that brings
international students who share a passion
for science and research together to learn
from famous Nobel laureates and each other.
My role as a logistics supervisor in the
military involved timely logistical support for
the batallion. I participated in logistics and
events management in Brunei, Taiwan and
even Singapore's National Day Parade.

Hoodies? Folders? Keychains? I
am sure members of SciSoc are
dying to showcase our
magnificent society to everyone.

Stability
Continuing past trends of
logistical stability and improving
on them further can guarantee
maximum welfare from everyone
in the society.

Your Voice
Your feedback on logistical
provision is important and
could determine the type of
snacks you see in future talks.

